
 
 
           Weekly Regional HOG PRICE Report 

Things to Consider…. 
 

The latest US & Canadian Hogs report released by 
the USDA reported decreased inventories, with 
overall inventories under the previous reporting 
period and under year ago tallies.  
 
North American hogs and pigs were reported at 
89.9 million head, edging 41 thousand head or -
0.5% under the previous report and 78 thousand 
head or -1% under last year.  
 
Canadian All Hogs and Pigs however climbed 
+1.6% from the previous report and +0.9% from 
the same period in 2020. It’s worth noting that 
the latest Canadian inventory has reached its 
highest tally historically, surpassing the previous 
high recorded in July 2017 at 14,200 thousand 
head. 
 
All North American Breeding stock declined -0.5% 
or 41 thousand head from the previous report, 
and fell -1% or 78 thousand under year ago levels.  
The Canadian breeding herd was up +0.4% from 
last reported and +1.4% over last year. 
 

Hog futures continue to trade with volatility with 
ups and downs but over the last month have 
trended lower overall.  The current tone is steady 
to weak heading into the heart of the fourth 
quarter supplies. 
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Weekly Hog Price Recap 

Regional cash hogs improved throughout of the 
week, while national cash declined daily. CME cash 
also fell throughout the week, with heavier declines 
late-week. Many wholesale pork primals finished 
the week lower, which pushed pork cutout 
$3.38/cwt under the previous week's average.   
 

 
 

 

Canadian market hog values declined as cash hog and pork values continue to slide. Hylife market hog values 
fell $4.75/hog, while those out of Quebec were down $3/hog. Ontario hogs edged $0.75/hog lower and the ML 
Sig 4 was down $0.50/hog. Markets derived from lagged base pricing were also lower from the previous week 
with the OlyW 20 $5/hog lower, the OlyW 21 down $3.50/hog and the BP/TC pricing was down $4/hog. In the 
US, hog values out of Tyson fell nearly $2.75/hog while JM improved $0.85/hog from week ago levels.   

  

 
 

 
 
 



Weekly Hog Margins 

Hog margins recorded another week of declines, pressured by lower hog and pork values and further weighed 
on by an increase in feed costs. Canadian farrow-to-finish feed costs climbed $0.90/hog while those in the 
monitored US region increased a little more, up $1.10/hog from a week earlier.    
            
Hog margins out of the OlyW 20 weakened $5.85 to $91.35/hog profits, while those out of Ontario fell $1.65 
to shy of $83/hog profits and Quebec declined $3.85 to $82.60/hog profits. OlyW 21 margins were down 
$4.40 to $72.85/hog profits, Hylife margins weakened $5.65 to $69.75/hog profits, while ML Sig 4 dropped 
$1.45 to $69.35/hog profits. In the US, hog margins out of Tyson weakened $3.25 to $71.65/hog profits while 
JM margins were $0.25 lower to $68.75/hog profits.  
           

 
 

Tyson: $71.65 USD x 1.2608 = $90.34 CAD 
Morrell: $68.76 USD x 1.2608 = $86.69 CAD 

 

 
 

Disclaimer: Commodity Professionals Inc. presents this report as a snapshot of the market using current information available at the 
time of the report. These findings are for informational purposes only and should not be reproduced or transmitted by any means 
without permission.  Commodity Professionals Inc. does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability arising from or connected to, the 
accuracy, reliability, or completeness of any material contained in the publication. 

 


